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A MESSAGE FROM

THE COMMODORE
Welcome to the
fourth edition of the
Lion Times.
Seven years ago
Leigh Baxter, the Club’s
Commodore at the time, had
the foresight to ask Michael
Abrahams to develop a
plan to make our Club fit
for purpose in the 21st
century. What flowed from
that is now history because
Leigh Baxter’s successor,
Ewen Stamp, then oversaw
a debate about how the
Club’s buildings might be
developed to meet the needs of today’s members and then over the
last three years we have focused on making those plans come into
being. Along the way you, the members, fed us your views and while
we have all had to compromise on some our personal priorities,
(that is what being in a club is all about) we are now the very proud
owners of a new building. One which we and future generations will
be able to enjoy for decades to come and which will add an extra
dimension to the sport that we love, sailing.
Our choice of contractors was absolutely right. Not only did they
deliver the works on time, this despite a winter which provided
more than its fair share of weather problems, but they were also
good partners to work with.
By the time that you receive this copy of Lion Times, you will
have been advised that His Royal Highness The Duke of Edinburgh
will be visiting us on the 30th July to open our new building. This is
a great honour for the Club because it was only in 1993 that Prince
Philip was with us to celebrate our 150th Anniversary and given his
extensive public commitments we feel privileged that he will be with
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us again. HRH has now been our Patron for over 60 years and is the
longest serving Patron in our history. I do hope that as many of you as
possible can be with us for what we hope will be a great day.
The summer will not start or end there of course. On the sailing
front Gordon Sutton and his Sailing Committee are really working
hard to broaden our sailing activities and we are fast getting to the
stage where organised sailing takes place on most weekday evenings.
On Mondays we have introduced ‘Sailing Experience for Adults’ for
those that have come to sailing after school days. On Tuesday’s we
have introduced ‘Race Training for Adults’ so if you have never raced
before and feel intimidated by all those shouts of “Starboard” and
“Water” here is your chance to learn the ‘tricks’ of racing so that
you can compete on equal terms! On the yacht racing front we have
members competing in not only local offshore racing but also the
Fastnet. As ever we have a wealth of boats that are planning to go
away cruising, with cruising areas as diverse as going round Britain,
South Brittany, Norway and the Eastern Seabord of the United
States. Meanwhile there is a very full schedule of sailing on the Orwell
and our thanks go yet again to all those volunteers who make that
possible.
Whatever and wherever you sail I hope that you have a great
summer and one where the weather will make it one to remember,
for all the right reasons!
Fair winds
Ken Rolls, Commodore, Royal Harwich Yacht Club
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the story of

THE Clubhouse
Going...

Going...

And a new
beginning

...Gone

GRAHAM PREECE was the Site Manager in
charge of the building of our new clubhouse. He has
been with the builders, Huttons, for some twentyfive years and, with his crew, he battled against
the severe and prolonged winter conditions on the
Orwell to get the task completed on time.

that the task has been completed more or less on time. He is pleased
with the job overall and thinks his team worked well with the club
officers and the architect throughout the building exercise.
Graham is a keen sailor himself at Pin Mill Sailing Club and he is very
impressed by our new clubhouse. No doubt it will become a familiar
landmark on the river for many years to come.

At the outset of the work, things went well and the demolition
exercise was completed fairly easily in the best of the weather.
However, when the old clubhouse had gone, the builders found that
the foundations and flooring were pretty rotten and more extensive
foundations proved to be necessary. These reached a depth of 2.5
metres at the rear of the building.
As the new building began to go up, the combination of rain, frost
and snow created most unpleasant working conditions. There was a
work-force of about twenty-five men on site at the peak times and
never less than fifteen as they battled through the cold Orwell wind,
with which our members are all too familiar. The roof beams were
actually set in position with snow falling.
With the roof on, things became a little easier and Graham is happy

Photos by Graham Brett and Hannah Cagney
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Our Royal
words ~ Bruce Moss, Club Archivist

The Royal Harwich Yacht Club has been privileged indeed to have enjoyed royal patronage for a
very long time and as we enter a new era in our new building it is fitting that we should review the
history of our patrons.

HM the Dowager Queen
Adelaide
In 1845 Rear Commodore William
Knight, an influential London barrister,
requested HM the Dowager Queen
Adelaide to become RHYC patron. It
was appropriate that she should be
asked, as the annual Harwich Regattas
organized by the club were originally
intended as a tribute to her late husband,
HM King William IV. She was Patron
for just two years until 1847 when HM
Queen Victoria and HRH The Prince
Albert, Prince Consort jointly accepted
the post.
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HM Queen Victoria and HRH the Prince Albert
Queen Victoria had little interest in yachting despite her patronage of many Royal
yacht clubs. However, when Prince Albert built Osbourne House as their family
home on the Isle of Wight, the Royal Family lived close to the heart of English yacht
racing and many of her family were inspired to take up the sport. This resulted in
Royal participation to the present day. After the untimely death of Prince Albert in
1861, Queen Victoria continued alone as our patron.
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Patrons

HM King George V

HM King George VI

Meanwhile, her grandson, Prince
George, had been appointed
Commodore of the Royal Harwich in
1895. He continued in this capacity until
his accession to the throne as HM King
George V in 1910, after which he served
as Patron. He was a knowledgeable and
successful yacht racer who contributed
much to the sport. He supported East
Coast yachting with regular appearances
on board his “Britannia” in the “Down
Swin” races and regattas organized by
the RHYC.

King George V died in 1936, and the
mantle of RHYC Patron was taken up
by his second son and successor, HM
King George VI. World war was waiting
in the wings, breaking out in 1939 and
leading to the suspension of almost all
yachting activities in the country. In
the austere times immediately after
the war, many yacht clubs, the RHYC
included, concentrated on dinghy sailing.
Unfortunately, due to ill health and his
early death in 1952, King George VI was
not to see the blossoming of the club
throughout the latter half of the 20th
century.

HRH the Prince Philip, Duke
of Edinburgh
Today, we are privileged to have as our
patron HRH the Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, who graciously accepted in
1952. The Duke is a man of considerable
yacht racing experience in all classes, from
dinghies and open keelboats to offshore
racers. His visit to the RHYC on the
occasion our 150th anniversary was greatly
appreciated and enjoyed by club members
who found him to be interested on all the
Club had to offer, kind and considerate
to all present and great fun. He has now
served as Patron for a record sixty one
years and we look forward to welcoming
him once again at the Royal Harwich Yacht
Club for the opening ceremony of our new
clubhouse at the end of July.
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OUR MAN IN

THE BAHAMAS
RHYC members Martin and Elizabeth Bevan
with their Amel 54 ‘Caduceus’ cruised the Near
Bahamas during the Spring of 2012.

I worked out which side of the road Bahamian drivers were
expected to use.

Elisabeth’s hip replacement in October 2011 required a
change to our cruising plans. With Elizabeth safely installed in
Fort Lauderdale, I had an interesting thousand mile sail in early
February, South from the Chesapeake to Florida with “one foot
on the beach” in order to keep inside the North going Gulf
Stream. The time in Fort Lauderdale allowed the use of the
excellent support facilities to sort out a range of boat issues.
We finally prised ourselves away on 16 March and, having
caught the 1600 opening of the 17th Street Causeway Bridge, had
an exciting departure from Port Everglades pursued by a pilot
cutter leading a container ship, shortly followed by two very large
cruise ships. Crossing the Gulf Stream, with a required course
of due east and a North going current of 3 knots, we seemed to
spend most of the night heading in a very odd direction.
This allowed us to make most of the passage over the Bahamas
Bank in daylight. There is something distinctly scary about

Navigation marks Bahamian style. It is definitely inoperative having been hit many
times by boats on autopilot using it as a waypoint - absolutely true apparently.

After a few days at Morgan’s Bluff, we headed down the Tongue
of the Ocean, depth 2000 m, to be ready in daylight to follow a
course East across the Grand Bahamas Bank in 4 to 6 metres to
Highbourne Cay, at the North West end of the Exumas. These
islands attract many large motor yachts but it is generally possible
to keep away from them and their noisy toys.

PIGS MIGHT SWIM

The water really is that colour!

reaching at 8 knots for hour after hour in crystal clear turquoise
water with less than 2 m under the keel. It was something that
we were to get very used to as the average depths that we
encountered either seemed to be 4 m or over 1000 m, with not
much in between.
In coming to the Bahamas we had decided that we would avoid
the fleshpots as much as possible. Our entry into the Bahamas
therefore was made at Morgan’s Bluff at the North East end of
Andros, the largest island in the Bahamas and not on the regular
tourist trail. The harbour at Morgan’s Bluff had, until November
2011, daily visits by 2 very large water carriers taking water from
Andros’s abundant underground supplies to Nassau; desalination
plants had ended that but most of the buoys marked on the
chart were still in place. Arriving at a weekend, customs and
immigration services were provided at the airport, 12 miles away.
It was an interesting taxi ride taking some three miles before
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Friendly residents come out to greet us

One anchorage definitely worth visiting, despite the crowds,
was Big Major Spot, near Staniel Cay. We went there to see the
celebrated swimming pigs, which meet and greet visiting dinghies.
From Big Major Spot, we moved 6 miles to Black Point, a local
Bahamian settlement, away from the crowds, large yachts and
noise. We spent the week before Easter there and by attending
the local Baptist Church, we got to know some of the inhabitants
and were made most welcome. Playing them ‘Amazing Grace’ on
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‘Caduceus’ at rest in an idyllic anchorage.

the bagpipes at the Easter Sunday service went down well.
Our next major shoal water passage was via the “Decca
Channel” of defunct Decca towers, back to the southern end of
the Tongue of the Ocean and Green Cay.

AN IDYLLIC ANCHORAGE
We had Green Cay entirely to ourselves, apart from the feral
goats, and spent an idyllic two days there. Inevitably, this ended
abruptly with a rising wind and sea that necessitated an early
morning departure. We were very quickly back in the 2000 m
deep Tongue of the Ocean and, with 30 knots on the beam, had a
very rapid if bumpy 85 mile trip back to Morgan’s Bluff where we
entered dramatically with a fair sized following sea.

Sometimes the natives can be a little too friendly

With the flight back to the UK booked for early May for our
daughter’s wedding in June, we gave the Abaco’s a miss, heading
directly to Charleston with the Gulf Stream which gave us a lift of
3 knots, knocking over 100 miles, through the water, off the 420
mile trip. Excellent, when it works!
9
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David Mayne

a Modelling
words ~ Malcolm Mackley

David Mayne will be known
to many RHYC members as
the highly skilled, pipe smoking,
helmsman of the red Ajax
Guillemot, and David, together
with his crew Tim Hunt and Kelvin
Douglas, have won many Ajax
class events at RHYC where their
sailing prowess in the River Orwell
is legendary.
My own first encounter with David was
sailing in National Twelves at RHYC where in
particular his light weather skills, tested the
then relative youth of younger sailors such
as Bruce Johnson, Chris Brown and myself.
In 2006 I came of age and bought an Ajax
named Artemis. The Ajax, designed by the
late Oliver Lee is a beautiful and elegant small
sailing keelboat. There is something about
its lines and the well proportioned rig that
make the boat “look right” whether sitting
on her moorings off the Yacht Club, sailing in
the Orwell or thrashing through the waves in
Dovercourt Bay. I think of the Ajax as “a poor
mans Dragon”. The Ajax is equally elegant as
the Dragon but at a fraction of the sailing cost.
It took a while to master the skill of sailing an
Ajax properly. The fleet at Harwich is very
skilled and a decent apprenticeship is normally
necessary, although I did note last year (2012)
two recent entries to the fleet stole the show
at the East Coast Championships.
The RHYC club house has a number of
classic half models on the wall, which I must
admit I had noted before but not really looked
at in detail. After a season of sailing Artemis and
a winter of antifouling her underside I began to
really appreciate the beautiful lines of the Ajax.
I noticed a half model of an Ajax in the club and

David Mayne helming Guillemot
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The Trimley Buoy - a personal reminder
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Master Mind
discovered that David Mayne was a master
modeller as well as a very good yachter. The
result was that David constructed me a half
model of Artemis which I now proudly have
on the wall of our home in Salcombe. It acts as
a very happy and elegant memory of the great
days sailing we had at RHYC.
When I retired from Cambridge in 2010,
Margaret and I went to live in Salcombe,
Devon. It was a tough call between Suffolk and
Devon and it was with real sadness when I sold
Artemis. Unknown to me the Ajax Fleet had
organised a farewell present and commissioned
David to construct a model of Trimley buoy.
Why Trimley? Well Artemis seemed to have
an affinity for the Trimley mark and we
encountered many incidents at this buoy,
including an occasion where I forgot to lower
my head on a very windy gybe. There was a lot
of blood and I nearly knocked myself out. Frank
Norman and Rob Howe were in the boat at
the time and we all subsequently realised that
the incident “was a very close shave.” So I
have a model of Trimley buoy to remind me of
happy and exciting times too.
Keel boats do not work particularly well in
the tidal and shallow Salcombe estuary and
so when we moved to Devon we bought a
Cornish Shrimper, “Innish” to potter about in
and a Solo for me to race. I asked David if he
would make a model of either class and he

“Innish”

elected to do the Shrimper. Before ownership
of a Shrimper I had thought they were a
bit odd and retro; however subsequently
I have discovered that they are a brilliant
design. Roger Dongray cleverly designed a
small centreboard “trailer sailor” which is
responsive, simple and a pleasure to sail. It is
superbly suited to pottering in the Salcombe
estuary and I am sure equally well suited to the
Orwell. It is not a boat that should be raced,
although I understand people do! The inboard
version is best and I have learnt to enjoy the

throb of a diesel engine when caught in light
airs or a strong opposing tide. The model of
“Little Innish” has given us and visitors great
pleasure and is yet another example of David’s
great skill at model making. I have nothing
but admiration for someone that has the skill,
patience, eyesight and steady hand to carry out
the model making of models such as Artemis,
Trimley and Little Innish. Thank you David and
I now hope members of RHYC are aware of
your modelling talents as well as your great
yachting skills.

Ajax Artemis
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first we listen
An “exceptional,
empathetic team”
“Always value for money”
“Meticulous, helpful,
hands-on”
Legal 500

then we advise
01473 232425
Bury St Edmunds | Cambridge | Felixstowe | Ipswich | Norwich | Thetford
Ashton KCJ is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (Recognised Body number 45826).
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Local

Navigation Aids
Lion Times interviews Captain Richard Wynn - Trinity House Inspector of Seamarks

The job of Inspector of
Seamarks takes Richard all
around the coast but he lives
locally and we caught up with
him while carrying out an
inspection at Orford.
The job of Inspector of Seamarks takes
Richard all around the coast but he lives
locally and we caught up with him while
carrying out an inspection at Orford.
Richard started his relationship with
the sea in the Royal Navy where a
varied career saw him in diverse roles
including navigating Belgian frigates and
anti smuggling patrols in Hong Kong, as
well as active service in Bosnia . After
leaving the Navy in 1999, came 10 years
as Inspector with the RNLI where his
last post as deputy head of East Division
in charge of training saw him settle
in Ipswich with his American wife and
recent young family. He has been with
Trinity House since 2009.

navigation marks inside port
limits lie with local authorities not
Trinity House; we manage buoyage
only outside these limits. Local
responsible bodies would include
the Environment Agency, port
authorities, local councils, even
yacht clubs.

next week I am in the Solent ports.
I might be looking at anything from
simple channel markers in a local
river to the complexity of buoyage
and shore marks of a major port.

So what is the role of Trinity
House, for example at Orford?

For me individual aids are
increasingly important as they
provide a sense perspective and
visual reference without which
GPS derived incidents are all too
common. The problem with chart
plotters is they can stop you looking
out the window.

The 1995 Merchant Shipping Act
obliges authorities to maintain aids
correctly located and in good order.
We carry out an annual inspection
for compliance. Modification,
removal or re-location is not
permitted without consent. Any
lights or marks at your marina would
be an example of this. This in part
harks back to the days of illegal
wrecking when misleading marks
where placed to lure unsuspecting
vessels. These annual inspections are
what my job is about.

Could you explain the role of
Trinity House in laying and
maintaining local navigation?

So this must take you to a wide
range of places?

There is a common misconception
here. The responsibility for

It certainly does. This week I am
inspecting in the River Ore while

With increasing reliance on
electronic navigation do you
see a decrease in visible aids?

Some people, mindful of
recent changes in Coast Guard
and helicopter coverage,
are concerned about cut
backs generally in safety for
leisure sailors. Will we see
any examples affecting local
navigation such as switching off
the Orford Light?
This is not really my area of
responsibility, but the Orford light
was not a cut back. The lighthouse
is vulnerable to coastal erosion and
may soon disappear into the sea. In
anticipation of this, other adjacent
lights and marks have been upgraded
as the best long term solution to
maintaining safety of navigation
in that area. In the ports I cover,
including this local area, I see no
indication of any trend towards a
reduction in aids.
What about hobbies - do you
spend time afloat when you are
not working?

Captain Richard Wynn, Trinity House Inspector of Seamarks

I used to race a bit in the past but
nowadays if I spend time on the
water it’s for sea fishing. Otherwise I
am a rugby fan, keen cook and enjoy
a few pints of cask ale particularly
from one of the micro breweries
around Ipswich.
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Know Your
Joe Hunt guides you through the range

Optimist
This is a good little boat for youngsters to learn to sail in. It has a
large international following, and about half of Team GB started in
these boats. Serious racing happens up to the age of 16, but most
sailors move onto a Topper, Laser or RS Feva.

RS Tera
Although a relatively new class, the Tera has been a huge success
at the Club. It’s robust and light weight, and a choice of sail sizes
makes it manageable for a range of young sailors! We have two
Teras at the Club that can be hired out at appropriate times, when
arranged with the Office. Most Tera sailors move onto Toppers or
Fevas when they get too big for the Tera.

Topper
This is one of the most well known sailing dinghies. There are
two sail sizes available for the boat, meaning that a wide range
of people can sail the boat easily. With a number of club sailors
in the local and national Topper squads, it is probably the most
competitive dinghy fleet in the Club. Most Topper sailors move
into Lasers as a single-hander, or 29ers, 420s or RS 200s for
double-handers.

Laser – or Kirby TorcH
as it is now known, is one of the most widely sailed boats in the
world. It is highly versatile as it can carry one of three different sized
sails.
The Club has a number of Lasers that race regularly, no matter
your skill level, come and join in. Most single-handers progress to this.
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Dinghies
Solo
This is a classic one design boat. There are now at least four Solos in our
dinghy park, often raced.

RS Feva
The Feva is easy both to rig and to sail, but is a great performance boat with
its asymmetric spinnaker. Due to its construction, it is tough and durable, and
is most often sailed by 16s and under. When you are too big for the Feva, you
often move onto RS 200s, 29ers or 420s.

RS 200
This is a growing fleet within the Club. The 200 is easy to rig,
and gives great performance for a hiking double-hander. With a
relatively powerful asymmetric, the 200 offers some thrills and
spills!

Wayfarer
A large, stable boat, great for learning or cruising. Over the last
year or so, we have had a number of Wayfarers starting to race,
and it is a very welcoming fleet at the Club.
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the New Clubhouse

receives A
Generous Gift
In November last year, your club archivist
received an offer from an Australian antique
dealer to purchase a silver goblet which, in
1868, had been a gift from our Commodore
James Ashbury to the yacht designer and
builder, Michael Ratsey. Ratsey had supplied
Ashbury with his schooner “Cambria” in 1868.
That same year the “Cambria” won the “Round the Isle of
Wight” race, convincingly ahead of the rest of the racing fleet,
including the American schooner “Sappho”. The “Sappho”
had been sailed to Britain from New York with the intention
of repeating the famous victory achieved in this race by the
schooner “America” in 1852. Ashbury was so chuffed by his
success that he did two things; one was to challenge for the
“America’s Cup”; the other to thank his yacht designer.

TO MARK THE
OCCASION
When Gerry
heard that it might
be difficult for us to
purchase the piece
at this particular time
because we were
about to build a new
clubhouse, he wrote
the following to the
club:
“Sometimes in
the life of a dealer it
becomes apparent
that something is just
meant to be and that
taking money for
The Ashbury Goblet
it seems somehow
tacky. In light of your
re-building program, please accept this trophy as a gift to mark
the opening of your new clubhouse.”

A VISIT FROM OUR BENEFACTOR

The original drawings for ‘Cambria’

His challenge for the “Cup” came to naught on this occasion
as neither Ashbury nor the New York Yacht Club could agree
terms. As to his thanks to Michael Ratsey; this took the form
of a silver goblet inscribed with the details of the race, the
same goblet offered for sale to the RHYC by Gerry Bates from
Australia.

The inscription on the goblet presented to Michael Ratsey
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Well, what a generous gesture from someone so far away, and
as yet a stranger to our club. As it happens, Gerry and his family
will be holidaying in England in September. So on Saturday 7th
a special presentation dinner has been arranged in the Ashbury
Room of our new clubhouse so that the goblet can be presented
to us by Gerry with his family present. To show our gratitude to
him for thinking so kindly towards the RHYC, it would be great
if as many club members as possible attend this event, both to
welcome Gerry and his family, and to witness another piece of
history, associated with Commodore James Ashbury, returned
to us at the Royal Harwich Yacht Club.

The ‘Cambria’ at Cowes
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FIRST TIME AFLOAT
words ~ Craig Elachie
In a Flotilla
Our three day beginners’ course in Greece was postponed
and then truncated into two – well, one day learning boathandling in harbour and tying knots and only one day actually
sailing. In the end they simply had to get us out there
somehow, even in very strong winds and high waves. We all
struggled but were told afterwards that we were the only
group to have completed our course in a Force 7. With that
limited training, we were off on our own, in a flotilla.
On board ‘Garnet’, we managed as well as any of the crews;
there were no experts. We lost no fender or boathook and
we did not foul our anchor among the fishing boats in the
harbours. ‘Emerald’, the jinxed boat, achieved all of those and
more; in one memorable radio exchange, their mate declared
‘The skipper can’t answer - he is down under the boat with
the bread-knife, cutting away a fishing net!’
To his credit, he managed it.

Fun and games at a barbecue
On the fourth night, we rafted up in a horseshoe bay for
a barbecue, beach games and dinghy races. In the course of
these, our daughter ‘lost it’ completely while paddling our
dinghy around with the boat’s bucket over her head. Our
locally concocted Atholl Brose was judged best boat’s cocktail
but a veil must be drawn over our contribution to the cabaret.
That night we were all awake by 02.00 when the onshore
wind became a serious squall. The rafted boats were bouncing
around. Damage was sustained; toe-rails were buckled and
masts clashed. We had to get out of the bay and into another
harbour. The boats were released from the raft by the crew,
one by one, anchors cast off and abandoned. “Emerald”, two
boats from us and now with a buckled toe-rail, was unable to
start her engine and the remaining boats dragged their anchors
ever closer to the rocks to starboard. The flotilla crew and
hostesses leapt dangerously from boat to boat. The Aussie
skipper appeared on our bow having climbed the anchor
rope. I was told to head for a distant light until we were out
of the bay and then turn left down the coast to the next bay.
My crew were in pyjamas, life jackets and harnesses; we had
not bargained for this. We ploughed into the waves until I
was satisfied that we were well clear then turned left into the
darkness. We had no plotter and only a general area chart
and I did not really know where I was going. Gradually, we
worked out that a group of lights ahead was the crew boat
towing “Emerald” and we tried to follow them, until the lights
disappeared. Eventually, the wind eased and somehow we
found a narrow entrance to a large bay with many moored
vessels and a thousand lights along the shore. One of them was
a torch flashed for us, which finally we spotted. We tied up in
the early half-light and crashed out.

‘You are now a motor boat’
Later that morning the crew inspected the boats. The bad

news was that our mast had sustained a crack. Our sailing days
were over and, for the rest of the holiday, we chugged from
island to island. This did not displease all of my crew.

The fateful final hurdle
On our last afternoon, we were leading the fleet back to
base. The long bending entrance channel was close to the
promontory at one end of the bay. I followed the breakwater
but became alarmed as we reached the bend and the depth
suddenly dropped. I slowed immediately and looked around –
and then thud! We stopped dead. We were all thrown around.
One daughter banged her head. The mate screamed helpfully
at me.
I engaged reverse until the boat slewed violently to one side.
There was another thud as the keel hit something else. We
were unable to get clear and waves were pushing us gently on
to concrete blocks to port. I threw our kedge anchor out as far
as I could on the starboard side, secured it and went forward
to discover that our bow anchor had shot out in the first
impact and it was holding us to concrete blocks on what was, I
now realised, the outer side of the breakwater. I could not free
the anchor so I tied on a fender and cast it off. We reversed
into deeper water but our stern anchor was now also stuck
fast among the concrete blocks; another fender was deployed
and we finally reached deeper water. In the meantime, our
companions, who, five minutes earlier had been following us
in line astern, stared at us in a superior sort of way, as they
passed, one by one, on the other side.
Eventually, we reached harbour and called in.
‘No worries “Garnet” – just reverse towards the quay and
we will signal when to drop your anchor’
‘We don’t have the anchor; it is stuck in the rocks outside
the harbour’
There was a pause
‘No worries, “Garnet”; just take the kedge anchor to the
bow and use that.’
‘We don’t have the kedge either; it’s stuck in the rocks too’
A longer pause
‘No worries; come in bow first and we’ll catch you; fenders
port side’
‘We only have one fender; the others are tied to the anchors’
A considerable pause
‘No worries “Garnet”; come in slowly forward, to the left of
“Emerald” and we’ll catch you.’
Our first sailing experience ended ignominiously, manhandled
into our berth by the other crews. However, there was no
damage to the hull and two crew hostesses in a dinghy soon
recovered the anchors. We have chartered from the same
company many times since.
All of that was twenty years ago. It was to be two more
years before I persuaded the family on to our own first boat.
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TO ROTTERDAM,
With Ian and Martine Murdoch

Ian and Martine Murdoch set off on ‘Vivacious’ to
return the Pink Cake trophy to the Royal Maas in
Rotterdam. This is a large silver salver which comes
to the royal Harwich each year with several boats
taking part in a training passage for the offshore
certificate. It is then returned to them by volunteer
boats from RHYC. This is their account of the trip.
‘Vivacious’ is a West Solent One Design, known as a ‘W Boat’, built
in 1927 by Berthon. She is 34’6” in overall length and in a substantial
refit, she has been set up on deck and below for two-handed cruising,
as well as racing, and some comfortable features have been added.
There is a good galley and chart table, a fridge and a booze locker (for
the skipper) and a loo (for the mate). One of the most useful additions
has been a spray hood which, in view of the general conditions for this
trip, high winds and torrential rain, was a godsend. She also has 2 x 86
amp batteries for instruments, navigation lights and fridge.

A BOISTEROUS PASSAGE
Altogether, some 500 miles were covered from Woolverstone to
Woolverstone. The first step was for Ian and his son, Angus, to get
over to Ostend and they started on 26th June with a boisterous night
sail in a SW5 with a reef in the main and a second put in towards
Ostend as the wind got up. A new feature of the passage was the use
of AIS which is linked to the plotter and gives plots of any ship within
five miles of us giving the name, size, speed and course and how near
we will be to each other on crossing. It took much of the worry out of
crossing the shipping lanes which have got increasingly busy in recent
years with queues of ships in both directions, sometimes at 20 knots
plus.
At Ostend, Angus left and Martine joined the boat for the rest of the
trip and next day we had a good fifty mile sail to the Roompote with
its barrage and great sea lock. The breeze steadily increased through
the day, until it was probably a F6, as we approached the lock. One of
the problems during the trip was stopping with a small outboard when
entering a lock, and on this occasion, the wind was blowing straight in.

‘Vivacious’, gracefully under way

A little caution was necessary so we tied up to an outside pontoon for
the night before venturing in early without any trouble.
Over the next few days, we steadily worked our way up through
the inland seas and canals reaching Rotterdam on 4th July with a
dinner at the Royal Maas and the return of the Pink Cake Trophy. The
New Maas must be the busiest stretch of water in Europe with docks
which stretch for nine miles; the recession does not seem to have
lessened the flow of traffic. This is continuous at times and with sailing
discouraged we pushed up under outboard, a slow process with on
one occasion, a ship and two Rhine barges outside us and another large
barge coming the other way, with continual threats that the outboard
would get a dunking from each large wash.

VIVACIOUS AND ADMIRED

The Royal Harwich ensign prominently displayed at Rotterdam
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One good thing in the Rotterdam Veerhaven was that ‘Vivacious’
was considered an ‘Old’ boat and so we were given a special rate,
something we found at two other yacht harbours. She also attracted
much attention at time with waves, thumbs up and suchlike, plus plenty
of visits for a chat.
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VIVACIOUSLY

Handling challenges in the Dutch locks

HANDLING DIFFICULTIES

PROBLEMS

At 05.00 on 6th July, we started to retrace our steps in steady
rain which was a feature of the next ten days. The strong winds
also went SW which meant tacking through the waterways for
much of the trip South to Flushing. Altogether, some twenty locks
and bridges had to be passed through and, on occasion, ‘Vivacious’
would take a sheer, getting out of a lock which caused some
consternation both for us and the other users.

On the 16th, with a W4 forecast, we set sail early for the return
to Woolverstone; however, once outside, we found a very lumpy
sea and the wind at NW5, a dead beat. Some ten miles out, the
GPS packed up which we later decided was because when heavily
heeled on the port tack, the position of the GPS above the chart
table was probably on the water line or even below it. Not anxious
to cross the lanes not knowing where they started and ended,
we retreated back to Ostend and returned to England for a little
breather.

It was not for some time that we learnt to use the outboard to
steer, rather than the tiller, after which life became much easier. At
Flushing, the outboard was swamped by a motor boat with a fishing
party which exited the lock under full plane as it passed ten feet
away – not good for international relations!
The final beat for the twenty-eight miles to Ostend took up much
of the day, with a foul tide of 2 1/2 knots for half the journey and
we were glad to arrive for the last leg home.

We returned a week later and shortly a day dawned with a SW3
to 4 forecast. The highlight was a glorious reach all the way with a
time of 12 1/2 hours for the eighty miles.
So ended a beautiful journey with a great deal learnt about the
sailing abilities of ‘Vivacious’ and the use of outboards in locks. A lot
of energy was expended but the experience much enjoyed.
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Club Racing

RHYC – the racing
Cold weather affected the start
A busy season has started quietly with the cool spring
weather discouraging all but the keenest of our sailors. The
dinghies were particularly affected.

Ajax Fleet
Nonetheless, the hardy men of the Ajax fleet made a good
start with eight boats taking part in the first races of the season
in early May and two further boats have joined the fleet since
then. With the Ajax Nationals due to take place in Dovercourt
Bay in mid-June, our crews were keen to sharpen up before
the event. We will report on the event in our next edition.

Introductory Courses
This year the club is running a new course aimed at
introducing adults to dinghy racing. The first of these sessions
was well supported and six Toppers and two Lasers took to
the water. Everyone who took part enjoyed the event and
afterwards, there was a lot of enthusiasm for the remaining
sessions. Any other members interested in joining in will be
welcomed.
In addition, as part of the RYA ‘Try a Boat’ campaign the
club is running a series for eight weeks to give potential
members an experience of sailing on Ajax’s and dinghies. The
first session was well attended with fourteen participants and
we hope that some of them will follow this up and become
regular participants in the future. This course is backed by the
RYA who have provided an instructor to encourage increased
participation.

Collect your Points
A new initiative from the RYA has been to try to make
racing a little more interesting than just a series of races
‘around the cans’ and with this in mind, the club is allotting
two Sundays in June and August for an event called a ‘Scatter
Trophy’. Different points will be allocated to various marks on
the river and it will be up to competitors to decide which of
these they wish to take on, collecting points as they round the
marks. This will be something new for the club and it will be
interesting to see the tactics which are adopted by the various
crews.

Wayfarers
With a slight revival on our Wayfarer fleet recently, the RYA
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is allowing the club to host an open meeting for this class in
July as part of its Traveller Series and we hope that this will
serve to promote further interest in the Wayfarers.

Special Event
Once again a special regatta for the 18 – 30’s will
be hosted at the club in September. This is intended
to capture and revive the interest of former ‘juniors’
who may have drifted away from dinghy sailing, as their
careers have developed. The first event last year was
successful and the RYA is helping to promote this idea
as one that other clubs could also adopt.

An Individual Handicap for Your
Boat
A new handicap system is being introduced by the
RYA, The PY system for yachts is being abandoned and
a new national handicap system is being introduced.
This should create a national handicap for each
individual boat, based upon its performance in the
same way as a golfer maintains a current handicap. This
is intended for club cruiser racing and should serve to
make that more competitive and fun for even the less
accomplished sailors.

Open Event
A major event in June will be the hosting of the Open
Event for National 12’s, Fireflies and Larks. The club
expects a combined fleet of around 45 boats for what
should be a fiercely fought competition.

Five Club Teams
The ‘Four Clubs River Races’ will be taking place
over the summer. These will feature three yachts
racing as a team from each of five clubs, Harwich,
Pin Mill, Shotley and Stour, as well as the RHYC. Our
Home event on July 20th will include a social and the
final event in September will be with a prize giving at
Pin Mill sailing club.

The Club Regatta
The main event for the diary this year is the Club
Regatta which will be held on 10 – 11th August and this
will be a great occasion for all of our members, young
and old.
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season reviewed

Close action as the Ajax
fleet rounds a mark

‘Widgeon’ - downwind
for home
‘Widgeon’ - an Ajax in the waves
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Lion Legend

Frank Norman
When Frank Norman joined
the Royal Harwich Yacht Club,
he sailed from the Nissen Huts,
which, in those years, served
as the clubhouse. Since then,
many things have changed but
Frank, now into his eighties, is
still sailing.
Frank originally came from St Osyth,
where his grandfather had started the
family building business. During his
education at the village school and the
Colchester Royal Grammar School, his life
was punctuated by war-time evacuation
to Kidderminster and that was followed
by national service with the Royal Artillery
before he joined a national building
company in London to qualify formally
with the Chartered Institute of Building
and returning to the family firm in 1955.
It was only later that he realized he could
have been sailing throughout his time in
London – on the Thames.

TAKING TO THE WATER
In the end, Frank did start sailing in 1956
in National 12’s at Brightlingsea Sailing
Club before joining our club with Michael
Norman in 1959 for more regular racing in
a strong fleet of National 12’s and Fireflies.
Frank’s association with National 12’s
was to be a long affair, only coming to
an end with his last championship entry
in 1986. He was a serious competitor
until the 1980’s and had two very good
years with high finishes in the National
Championships at Thorpe Bay and
Llandudno. He and his wife Margaret
still remember the long, slow journey to
Wales, towing the boat; at the end of their
village road, their young children asked the
inevitable question - “Are we nearly there
yet?”

ANOTHER LEGEND
Margaret, who came from a sailing
family herself, was already well established
as a member when Frank arrived at the
RHYC and she thinks she may now be the
longest serving member of the club. Frank
is inclined to think that Margaret is the real
legend in the family.
Frank took to a Laser in 1981 and
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Frank and Margaret at home by the Stour

continued on that until he reached the age
of 80, when he thought he could take it a
little easier and confine himself to crewing
in an Ajax. He had taken to the Ajax class
on ‘Sirius’, which he had crewed with Ray
Catchpole and the late Tony James, with
whom he was a co-owner from 1969 for
four years. He renewed his commitment
to the class with the acquisition of ‘Apollo’
which he was to race for twenty years
with Michael Norman and Jeremy Prosser,
who now owns the boat himself. They
enjoyed good results over the years,
winning several club series and finishing
well a number of times in the nationals
without ever lifting the title. A beautiful
model of ‘Apollo’ now hangs on the study
wall.
Over the years, Frank also raced
regularly on yachts, crewing for Jeremy
Prosser on his Sigma 33, ‘North sea
Bubble’, in the Haven Series and other
local events, as well as the Harwich –
Ostend race. He also cruised in more
leisurely fashion with Jeremy on his
Sweden Yacht 37, also named ‘North
Sea Bubble’. They cruised in Scandinavia,

where Frank has fond memories of
negotiating the archipelagos around the
Swedish coast, and took part in the Round
Britain Rally of 1994.

THE CLUB SERVANT
Frank has also played a leading role in
our club, serving as class captain of the
National 12’s and Lasers several times
and as Rear Commodore sailing in 1992
and 1993, which coincided with the club’s
150th anniversary. As a builder, he also
found himself an obvious fixture on the
property committee for many years.
Frank and Margaret live in a beautiful
house, converted from farm buildings,
overlooking the fields down to the
Stour estuary at Erwarton, where their
enthusiasm for gardening as well as Frank’s
obvious fitness are evidenced by the
manicured lawns.
Frank is still a regular in the gym, as he
has been preparing as ever for the 2013
season in which he will be crewing for
David Pearce in ‘Puffin’.
Frank Norman – a Lion Legend.
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Radar Reflectors

How effective are they?
words ~ Derek Simonds

Member Derek Simonds looks into the
issues around radar reflectors. An RYA Radar
instructor, he was also until recently a RNLI
Divisional Trainer with particular interest in
electronic navigation.
One of the MAIB recommendations from the loss of yacht
Ouzo in 2006 was a review of the effectiveness of radar
reflectors and yachtsmen’s better understanding their use.
Their subsequent report on effectiveness of popular reflectors
emphasised their value but warned there is much variation
and in some cases they are almost ineffectual, mirroring the
findings of a similar American study in 1995.
Radar works by sending out pulses that are reflected back
by the target. Materials like fibreglass and wood do not reflect
these so yachts need a reflector to help them be seen. There
are two types:
• ‘Passive’ - lower cost, most common and typically
aluminium (sometimes in a plastic casing) simply provide
a reflective surface.
• ‘Active’ - receive a radar pulse, amplify and re-transmit
(requires power).
The report describes the RCS (Radar Cross Section) of each
reflector which, for anyone wanting to read the report after
this article, roughly translates as how big in square metres the
reflector would be if flat.
A simple overview of findings would place reflectors into
three very broad categories:
1. Active. Also known as Radar Target Enhancers, these
outperform all passive reflectors by a good margin
both in terms of the average size of their RCS, and
their consistency when heeled. The only downside for
yachtsmen is the requirement for power.
2. Larger Passive. The cheap and very simple
octahedral and its plastic sheathed relatives are both
reasonably effective, but cannot deliver the consistently
high average RCS of the active reflectors and at some
angles of heel have much reduced performance.
3. Tubes. A column of dihedrals stacked within a narrow
clear plastic body, perform “very poorly”. Mounted
absolutely upright they have a passable reflective area,
which immediately diminishes to very little even at 1°
degree of heel. The earlier American report was even
less complimentary describing them as “effectively
invisible which combined with their low windage make a
nice addition to a stealth bomber”.

The report suggests that if power is available then the active
enhancer is the best option, albeit at a price. Regardless of
type it recommends yachtsmen always fit a radar reflector that
offers the largest RCS practicable for their vessel and this should
always have a minimum consistent RCS of 2m2. It considers
tube reflectors unsuitable, and generally concludes that poorly
performing reflectors should not be fitted as it is possible that
the user could be lulled into a false sense of security believing
their chance of detection has been enhanced.
Finally we should remember that regardless of the type of
radar reflector fitted, there are circumstances when we may
still not be visible on ships’ radars. Radar antenna heights, sea
conditions, weather and target heights are just some factors that
affect the probability of detection.
The Ouzo investigation and subsequent radar report can be
found at www.MAIB.gov.uk
Thanks to Oliver Balaam of Seapower Marine Ltd for
supplying the illustration He is offering 20% off the rrp for RTE’s
to any member quoting this article.
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SUMMEr season

BUSY JUNIORS
The Juniors at RHYC are well into what will be a very busy season over this summer. The section
goes from strength to strength as the number of participants in the various dinghy classes continues
to grow and new classes are added to the list.
RYA EAST ZONE TOPPER
SQUAD
The season started early and cold in
January when our club hosted for the
first time the RYA East Topper Zone
Squad weekend. Despite the seasonal
weather, thirteen of the squad attended
and two instructors from the RYA.
It was judged a big success by junior
sailors, parents and instructors alike
and we are delighted that the RYA has
confirmed the RHYC as a Zone Squad
venue again for 2014.

RS TERA OPEN
This was held at our club for the first
time on 11th May and it was a most
encouraging event as the Tera is rapidly
becoming an emerging and competitive
class for juniors and the fleet is a fairly
new one at RHYC. The races were
contested by six boats from RHYC and a
number of visiting squad members.
Conditions were blustery when the
fleet assembled but they managed to
complete two races in the morning
and after a short lunch break they
completed the final two races in the
afternoon. The strong afternoon wind
resulted in a couple of capsizes and a
few of the boats retiring but there were
also some good performances from the
winners.

RHYC JUNIOR WEEK
The dates for this main event in
the club’s calendar are 19th - 23rd of
August. The usual strong turnout is
expected for this special occasion and
entrants can pre-register as usual.

Adam Fuller at the head of the Topper fleet
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Lasers in action

NEW TUESDAY SERIES
Throughout the summer, a Tuesday
Series of junior handicap races is
being held for the first time. With
seven races planned over the four
evenings, a good field is expected
and the racing will surely be very
competitive.
The first of these evenings attracted
a good entry in blustery conditions.
Racing was lively and several boats
capsized spectacularly but everyone
enjoyed this new event.

JUNIOR TRAINING WEEKS

Stiff competition among the strong Topper fleet.

Within the Junior Training Weeks
programme planned for May and August,
there will be a special course for an
advanced group of sailors who have already
achieved RYA Level 4 in Dinghy Sailing. The
course will be aiming to “train trainers”
or those working towards the Assistant
Instructor Qualification. Once achieved this
would mean that they could then come
back and help to train the next generation
of Juniors coming up through the club. The
course has proved very popular and it is
now fully subscribed with a waiting list. We
shall report on progress in our next edition.
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THE WOOLVERSTONE PROJECT

A SLOW
COLD START
words ~ Julia Dansie. Chair of Trustees

The sailors at The
Woolverstone Project as with
many other clubs, have a had
a very chequered start to the
season, what with snow, ice
and bitterly cold winds we
have really been affected by
the elements.
Very little stops us sailing, bank
holidays excluded, but we had to really
dissuade the more hardy sailors from
arriving in full thermals during the worst
of the conditions! I am pleased to say
that things have really picked up recently
and the specially designed boats are
being tested once more.

balance it with trusting that the sailors
know more about their conditions than
we do.
We were teaching a young woman
with low grade autism the basics of
sailing and sailing trim in blustery
conditions, and her anxiety when
“tipping” meant that we taught her how
to spill the wind from the main sail or to
turn in to wind to slow the boat down
and re gain her confidence.
We have already got a date booked
for another sail from RHYC with the
Sudbury S.A.S. (Success After Stroke)
see photo below, and we all hope for

the sun and good conditions we had last
year.
We are looking forward to the season
starting on the Orwell, and the boats are
nearing completion with additional mast
head buoyancy fitted this year.

A HARDY CREW
I am not sure if we are out of the
cold woods yet but I do know that the
WP sailors are a hardy diverse group
who don’t stop unless we send them
the cancellation message! I’m hoping
that there won’t be too many more this
season.

Recently, at Alton Water we had a
good wind, sunshine and 20 boats out
during the morning session.
The support team of volunteers
working on and off the water and the
catering and admin folk all enabled a
really great and successful morning
sailing to happen.
Nicky who has a condition similar to
Parkinson and Multiple Sclerosis, and I,
sailed with the RHYC last year in one of
the race weekends and we are planning
to do so again, health permitting, this
year - so we were out there practising
tacking and gybing around the lake.
She has to be careful about getting
too cold but delays landfall for as long as
possible. We do have a duty of care and
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What has art to do
with sailing?
A small idea, started five years
ago, has become an integral part
of the club’s social life. Meeting
the needs of many who have
an interest in the arts, both
theoretically and practically it was
set up in 2009 by Sue Rolls a club
member, to add a new dimension
to the social activities that the
club offered.

Following Claudia, in November,
on Thursday 21st,  will be a talk and
demonstration by the well-known East
Anglian artist Anthony Osler, who is a tutor in
maritime painting and a member of the Society
of East Anglian Water-colourists’. Anthony,
whenever possible, will be found on his boat
“Merrielands” gathering inspiration from the
atmosphere of the East Coast. Renowned for
his beautiful paintings of Thames Barges this
will be of particular interest to many members
of the Royal Harwich Yacht Club.

This season brings an exciting programme
of lectures and practical workshops led
by respected local artists with maritime
connections.

In December on the evening of Thursday
5th we will be holding our Christmas Party,
when we will be having a supper and enjoying
a Quiz night.

To open the season, on Thursday Oct
24th Claudia Myatt will give a talk and
demonstration titled “The Artist Afloat”. She
is the author of the Royal Yachting Association’s
“Go series” of children’s books and has a
regular cartoon in the Practical Boat Owner
magazine every month.

To start 2014 off in January, on Thursday
16th we plan a selection of small talks by
individual members titled “My Favourite work
of Art”. Members will explain why they have
chosen the piece, a little bit about it’s history
and about the artist.
Our workshops, held once a month on a

Saturday return now to the new clubhouse,
and the first one will be on Saturday, 26th
October. These practical workshops are
open to all members, beginners or those who
already have experience, as they are tailored to
meet all needs.
Starting the season off this workshop will be
led by local artist Andy Wright who will show
us “How to draw the boat successfully!”. Andy
is a local Artist who has an innovative way of
ensuring success in tackling paintings of boats.
We will be venturing into watercolour painting
this season, and all of our sessions will be in
watercolour.
These lectures and workshops are open to
all members of the RHYC and an invitation to
other Yacht Clubs and associations will go out
to join us for some of the evening lectures.
If you wish to know more about the RHYC
Arts Group, please contact
Sue Rolls
Tel: 01787 222095
Email: raynhamstudio@raynhamhouse.com

MARINA & BOATYARD
THE COMPLETE SERVICE FOR ALL YACHTS AND COMMERCIAL CRAFT
QUALITY WORK AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
• Marina Berthing - and hard standing with travel lift to 70 tons.
• Refit and Repair Specialists - for all commercial and leisure craft. Our dedicated craftsmen
and engineers have a wealth of experience in Joinery, Teak Decks, Spray-painting and Varnish,
Engineering, Timber, GRP and Gelcoat Repairs, Osmosis/Epoxy bottom treatment.
• Electronics - advice, supply, installation and aftersales for all the major brands.
• Rigging - standing rigging in rod or wire. Running rigging for cruising or racing. Rig surveys,
complete re-rigs and advice on sail handling systems.
• Stainless Fabrication - for marine, commercial and domestic installations.
• Fox’s Marine & Country Store - our 15,000 sq ft superstore stocks the most comprehensive
range of marine equipment, yachting and country clothing and accessories on the east coast.

THE
Fox's Marina Ipswich Ltd
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP2 8SA
T: +44 (0) 1473 689111
E: foxs@foxsmarina.com

foxsmarina.com
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MEET THE

FLAG OFFICERS
GORDON SUTTON – REAR COMMODORE SAILING
What has been your career away
from sailing?
I am a director of a sign making firm
If you had not done that what
might you have chosen?
I always wanted to be a teacher and
now I enjoy teaching others to sail.
How long have you been a
member of RHYC?
Since 1989.
Where did you learn to sail?
At East Anglian Sea School, operating
in those days from the Neptune
facility at Woolverstone.
What was your first boat?
A Wanderer, a smaller version of the
Wayfarer.
Are you a cruiser or a racer?
Definitely a racer, although I have
cruised a bit.

What do you sail now?

Favourite sailing grounds?

My Ajax, ‘Telamon’. John Pack is
my regular crew and various others
make up the numbers from time to
time.

Home waters – the Orwell and Stour

Have you had success over the
years?
My personal high point was finishing
second in the nationals in Cornwall
in 2000 – and it has been all
downhill from there.

Favourite book?
“Sail to Win” by Eric Twiname
Favourite sailing memory?
Crossing the Atlantic from Boston
to Glasgow in a large Oyster with
Richard Chenery.

Your most valued piece of kit?

Three people you would choose
to sail with?

My buoyancy aid. I am not much of a
swimmer!

My son, Sam, Richard Chenery and
Doug Sharps

Key people in your sailing life?

Favourite tipple at the end of a
day’s sailing?

Richard Chenery and Doug Sharps,
who taught me to race.
What annoys you most on the
water?
The frustration of knowing we could
have sailed better.

On a hot day a glass of cider – on
other days, a pint of bitter
What do you think of the new
clubhouse?
Brilliant!
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IN THE GALLEY

cookery corner
words ~ JESSIE NISBETT

As I write this, our boat is in the water and has completed her ‘shake-down cruise’, the sun is out
(at last…) and the skipper has talked about finding his shorts – so I suppose the sailing season has
really begun. While he plans where we’re going and when, and what the tides will be doing, I’m
thinking about what sort of food we might need. (I do realise that this is a bit stereotypical, but with
us the roles just work this way. Of course it doesn’t have to be like this on every boat or on every
trip…) I like to make the following before we go, but if you have an oven on your boat, you could
make them at any time.

Hazelnut Granola
This is a delicious crunchy way
to start the day served with milk
of any sort.
You could also sprinkle some
on top of cooked fruit or yog
urt for a sweet morsel to finis
h a meal.

Put these into a large bowl

:

200g. jumbo oats
250g. porridge oats

75g. sunflower seeds

50g. sesame seeds
25g. pumpkin seeds
25g. linseeds
100g. hazelnuts

Swap hazels for almonds if like
d and
raisins for apricots, or any oth
er
combination you like.
Makes about 1 kilogramme.
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1. Melt: 100ml. soya or sunflow
er oil with 75ml.
clear honey, (I do this in the mic
rowave for about
a minute), pour into bowl and stir
well.
2. Spread out on 2 large trays and
bake in a cool
oven, Gas Mark 1, 275°F, 140°C
for 40 minutes.
Check every 10 minutes, changing
top tray to
bottom and vice versa and gently
pushing granola
from outside edge into middle to
ensure even
cooking.
3. When cool, tip back into bow
l and add 2
tablespoons wheat germ and 100
g, raisins, then
store in an airtight box with a lid,
or a sealed
plastic bag.
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Earl Grey and Orange
(This makes 2 x large tea

loaves, each cutting into

Tea Loaves

about 12 slices.)
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turn juicer – which is when
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9. Leave tea loaves in tins
l on a wire rack.
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-24
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2. Leave
10. Slice and enjoy. This kee
plump.
that fruit becomes juicy and
it can be frozen,
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Gas Mark 4, 350°F or
Switch oven to moderate,
e with a more
It is also delicious at hom
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then the orange juice (I like
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A WARM WELCOME TO OUR

NEW MEMBERS
FULL MEMBERS
Gotthelf Wiedermann

Pete Smallwood

Francois Cilliers

Paul Luxford

Dawn Smallwood

Sigrun Cilliers

Paul Bowen

Raymond Banham

Philip Terrell

Mark Griffith

Ann Banham Graham Macdowall

Jill Terrell

Chris Harrison

Gillian Macdowall

James Jacklin

Gordon Macintyre

David Travis

Hilary Jacklin

Lynne Travis

Nicola Feabes-Williams

JOINT MEMBERS

Barbara Heavey

Sara Woolstencroft

Francis Madden

Michael Cagney

Sam Kievenaar

Eileen Madden

Hannah Cagney

Andrew Jones

ORDINARY MEMBERS (18 – 24)
Gemma Snape

Joel Snape

CADET MEMBERS
Jessica Terrell

Albie Smith

Freya Guckian

William Jacklin

Piers Luxford

Rosie George

Olivia Jacklin

Finlay Miller

Rebecca sweeney

Charlie Jacklin

Douglas Macdowall

Ed Smallwood

Carys Ellen Smith

Angus Macdowall

Oliver O’Brien

Henry Bezant

Miles Kippax

Harry O’Brien

Thomas Blanc

Holly Cagney

Charles Coe

Ollie Bennett

Oliver Cilliers

Myles Ellis

Ben Bradshaw

Heidi Cilliers

IN MEMORIAM
TONY JAMES
Died peacefully on Good Friday evening, 29th March
2013, at Ipswich Hospital. Tony joined the Club in 1970
and served on the General committee and then as Vice
Commodore, Commodore (on two occasions), President
and finally as a Trustee. He contributed widely to East Coast
sailing through his contribution to many area committees.
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Tony latterly sailed Ajax Number 34, ‘Sirius’, as a part
owner, as well as his yawl, ‘Leigh Maiden’.

PATRICIA JOSSELYN
A member since 1993.
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CLUB SNIPPETS
Art Group Exhibition
The RHYC Art Group will be holding its Annual Exhibition in
conjunction with the Summer Regatta. This will be an opportunity
to see what the group does - and perhaps a chance for other
budding artists to join up.

A CROWD AT THE MARINA
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CLUB SUCCESS
Congratulations to Alex Davey, convincing winner of the
Ajax Nationals. Alex overcame tricky and blustery conditions
in Dovercourt Bay to win four out of five races and the event
overall. A fleet of 17 boats took part and the annual dinner was
attended by seventy competitors.

NEW MERCHANDISE
With the new clubhouse comes a new range of club
merchandise with attractive designs and some bright colours.
The items are on display in the main room of the clubhouse.

AND A NEW BEER

Many members will be
pleased that the club bar
now
stocks San Miguel lager
– a good option on a sum
mer’s day!

ROYAL MAAS VISIT
The owner of ‘Xenia’, a Bavaria 39 from the
Royal Maas Yacht Club, returned the Pink Cake
Trophy to the commodore on their recent visit to
the Royal Harwich.
A volunteer from the RHYC is now required to
take it back again!

Suggestions Box
There is now a new book in the clubhouse reception area
in which members can register their comments, compliments
and suggestions. The entries will be reviewed regularly and the
comments will be considered.
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Seamark
East Anglia’s Favourite

Nunn
Boating Store

Marine Retail

er of the year

• Electronics
• GPS / Plotters
• RIBs / Inflatables
• Outboard Engines
• Paints & Antifoul
• Deck Hardware

2012

• Sailing Clothing
• Safety Equipment
• Liferafts
• Ropes & Rigging
• Books & Charts
• Dinghy Spares

Some of the
quality brands
we stock...

RIDE YOUR
WAVES WITH US
Tel - 01394 451000 Email - sales@seamarknunn.com 400 High Road, Trimley St. Martin, Felixstowe, Suffolk IP11 0SG

Pratt Naval Architecture Limited
DESIGN
New Vessels Power & Sail
FRP · Metal · Timber
Ocean · Offshore · Coastal · Inland
Design of Modifications
CAD Lofting
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SURVEY

CONSULTANCY

Pre-purchase Condition Surveys
GRP/FRP, Timber, Steel & Aluminium
MCA Code: all categories
Insurance Surveys
Valuation Surveys
Damage Assessments
Specifications for Repair
Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement
Laser Lines Measurement
Tonnage Measurement
Carving & Marking

Overseeing new construction,
repairs & restorations
Specifications
Sea Trials
Stability Information Books
Damage Stability
CE Marking - Technical Standards
Structural Assessments
Powering Analysis
Problem solving
Expert Witness

Telephone 01473 788077
info@prattnavalarchitecture.com
www.prattnavalarchitecture.com
The Studio, 4 Frogs Lane, Church End, Shotley, Ipswich IP9 1EP

MRINA
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1.

“Shoal Waters”

2. The wiring can be of a smaller
cross section because it will be
carrying less current (Amps). This can be a cost
saving, the wiring is more pliable and easier to install.
A typical winch for a 10 metre yacht may have a
power rating of 1200 Watts. The 12 Volt version
will nominally draw 100 Amps to achieve this, the
24 Volt version will only draw nominally 50 Amps.
Overhead electricity power cables operating at 100s
of kilo Volts are an extension of this concept.

3. A full-rigged ship is square-rigged on all three
masts, a barque is fore-and-aft rigged on the mizzen
and the barquentine is square-rigged only on the
foremast. The advantages of a smaller crew, good
performance before the wind and the ability to sail
relatively close to the wind while carrying plenty of
cargo made the barquentine a popular rig at the end
of the 19th century.
4. Declination is a synonym for variation favored in
disciplines other than navigation.
5. “HMS Pickle”, a topsail schooner under the
command of Lieutenant John Richard Lapenotière
6. The Bristol Channel has the second highest Mean
Spring Range in the world of 13.3 metres at the
second Severn crossing. Poole and Lerwick would
be contenders for the smallest Mean Spring Range at

1.6 metres.
7. The Zandreek Dam and the Veerse Gat Dam
enclosing the Veerse Meer were completed in 1961.
8. Beaufort force 6.
9. Thames, Dover, Wight, Portland and Plymouth.
10. Generally, ignoring political anomalies and narrow
straights between different countries, International
Waters begin 12 nautical miles from the coast
or a straight line drawn between two significant
headlands.
11. The “Marco Polo” can carry 16,020 TEUs (Twenty
Foot Equivalent units). Maersk are planning to build
a triple E class capable of carrying 18,000 TEUs.
12. The ‘Shannon’ class of lifeboat are powered by
water-jets.
13. The Williamson Turn is an initial action following
Man-Overboard. The intention is to bring a vessel
under power onto a reciprocal course re-tracing its
own wake. The helm is held hard over (towards
the side of the man-overboard if known) until the
course has changed by 60º (practise will determine
the best angle for each vessel) when the helm is put
hard over in the opposite direction until the course
is almost the reciprocal of the original and the vessel
allowed to settle on course. Very appropriate when
the casualty is lost from sight. The Scharnow turn
is a variation of the Williamson Turn used only when

?

the casualty is know to be a significant distance
behind the vessel.
14. The board is the wide deck plank laid around the
outer edge of the deck. From this derive many
expressions such as ‘welcome aboard’ and terms
such as ‘starboard’.
15. When vessels were steered by an oar trailed from
the stern, the oar or blade was usually positioned
to the right of the vessel simply because most
helmsmen are and were right handed. This side was
then referred to as the ‘Steering Board’ side which
corrupted to ‘Starboard’. This is corroborated by
the opposite side being referred to as ‘Larboard’
derived from ‘Ladeboard’ old english for loading
board or possibly ‘Landing Board’, because if you
have an oar hanging over your starboard side you
would prefer to put your vessel alongside the quay
on the opposite or ‘Loading Board’ side.
16. I believe there was an incident on the Mississippi
River where two paddle steamers collided in the fog
after calls of Larboard and Starboard were confused
and something of an international agreement
followed introducing the phonetically distinct ‘Port’
for the side that is alongside in port. However,
there is no definitive history of this.
Captain Lionel welcomes your comments,
criticisms and, most especially, contributions at
CaptainLionel@live.co.uk

The Mean Spring Tidal Range at Harwich is about
4m. Where, in the UK, would you expect to find the
greatest Mean Spring Tidal Range.

14. What part of a traditionally built vessel is a board.

7.

The Dutch passed the Delta Plan Act in 1958. Which
part of the Delta was the first to be enclosed by Dams.

16. Why do we refer to the left side of a vessel as the ‘Port’
side.

8.

Which Beaufort wind force is described as a ‘Strong
Breeze’.

6.
1.

Charles Stock, the man who calculated that his sailing
cost him 37p a mile, has recently died at the age of 85.
What was his well known boat called?

2.

What is the main advantage of a 24 Volt electrical
system (as an alternative to a 12 Volt System) aboard a
yacht?

3.

What is the essential difference between a barque and a
barquentine?

4.

What is magnetic declination?

5.

Which ship carried the first news of Nelson’s victory,
and death, to England following the Battle of Trafalgar
to England.

See answers below

15. What is the most likely origin of the term ‘Starboard’
13. Describe the ‘Williamson Turn’ and explain when it is
used.
12. The RNLI has recently launched the first of a new
class of all-weather lifeboat. The class is capable of 25
knots and more than 50 are to be built. What is the
class called and what is the significant design change
compared to previous boats in the RNLI fleet.
11. How many containers can the world’s largest container
ship carry.
10. Where do ‘ International Waters’ begin.
9.

On a passage from Harwich to Plymouth which sea
areas will you sail through.

questions

Captain Lionel’s Nautical Quiz
quiz page
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Stirred, not shaken...
www.spirityachts.com
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